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Violence is an attack on your rights. It is not normal to endure aggressive behavior or physical violence, to be insulted or verbally humiliated, or to be forced to engage in sexual acts with an adult or another young person when you are not ready or willing to do so. These infractions are punishable as either misdemeanors or felonies (such as rape), and enabled by an unjust and unequal society.

You have rights, you can receive help and you should be protected. The negative health consequences of violence can be treated.

Do you ever...

...feel very lonely, abandoned, depressed, anxious, unwell in your head or in your body, have flashbacks, thoughts, sensations or images of violence that haunt you, suffer from insomnia or frequent nightmares...

...feel disconnected, paralyzed, empty, absent, like you’re roleplaying (pretending to be a girl or a boy who is happy, smiling, and who doesn’t cause trouble), as if you were someone else, as if your body wasn’t yours, feel ashamed of yourself, think that everything is your fault, no longer trust people, feel different, useless, incapable, ugly, valueless, afraid of going crazy.

...feel afraid all the time, attentive to everything, controlling, prone to panic attacks (your heart races, your breathing gets faster, you shake, get nauseous, or feel like you’re going to die); avoid certain situations or places that make you anxious (phobias), or certain subjects of conversation; feel nervous, get angry without understanding why, have extreme thoughts that scare you, not want to do anything or see anyone, not want to go out, to work or to school, speak or even think, feel tired all the time; want to die, kill yourself; have difficulty remembering what you’ve learned, trouble concentrating or thinking, forget everything.
do things without being able to stop yourself, even if you don’t understand why you are doing them, like having trouble with food (anorexia and/or bulimia), put yourself in danger (in a car or in a two-wheeled vehicle, during a sporting event, driving recklessly) participating in dangerous games, loitering with people you don’t know, running away, provoking people who you know are aggressive and stronger than you, practice risky sexual behaviors (sex without protection, with many partners or people you don’t know, exposing yourself on the internet or prostituting yourself), become aggressive or hurt yourself (cut yourself, hit or burn yourself intentionally, try to kill yourself) become addicted (to alcohol, drugs, tobacco, medication, video games, gambling, sex) shoplift, deface public property.

… think that your life is a war that you need to survive without any hope of getting out and afraid of the future?

Your unhappiness may be connected to the violence you’ve endured

Maybe you don’t think you’re «cut out for life», «too sensitive» or simply «born this way», but that’s not true: all of these challenges and behaviors are consequences of violence. These consequences are a result of reactions in your brain that allow you to survive violence. They can be treated.

These problems are a normal reaction to an abnormal situation.

Today, we know that they are proof of psychological trauma, an «internal wound» caused by violence.
Violent acts include threats or the intentional use of physical force or power over you, to harm you, to subordinate your or to use you. These are acts which lead to, or can lead to, physical or mental trauma, poor development or deprivation.

**Violence can be**

... **verbal**: insults, cries, screaming, silence, pretending as if you don’t exist.

... **material**: forbidding you to eat, seek treatment, see friends of your choosing, buy what you need to dress yourself, for school or for your daily life, keeping you from making your own choices or taking contraception, forcing you to get an abortion, violating your privacy (entering your bedroom or bathroom, reading your mail, looking into your telephone or computer), confiscating your papers, destroying your personal belongings.

... **mental**: constraints, blackmail, humiliation, denigration (belittling you by any means), harassment, manipulation, threats (to hit you, kill you, abandon you, etc.).

... **physical**: smacks, wounds, burns, getting violent with objects to scare you or using objects against you (hitting you with a belt, broom, shoes, wooden spoon, etc.) isolating you – locking you in, threatening or trying to kill you (strangulation, drowning, with weapons, etc.).
**Sexual Violence**

... **rape**: penetration of a sexual nature, vaginal, oral or anal penetration with the genitals, fingers or an object, penetration that was forced upon you or that someone tried to force upon you through violence, threat, constraint or surprise. This is a crime against your person, a felony that the law considers more severe when committed against someone who is younger than 15 or someone who has a disability, or if the perpetrator is an adult with authority over you (someone in your family, who is charge of you or who cares for you, a guardian or teacher, etc.) or if multiple aggressions occur simultaneously (rape by multiple aggressors).

... **sexual assault**: if someone touches or tries to touch your body (your breasts, butt, genitals), if you are forced to look at or touch someone else’s body or to perform or watch sexual acts, if someone kisses you or tries to kiss you against your will or consent, if someone takes photos or videos of you or forces you to watch pornographic films.

... **attempted sexual assault**: if you are younger than 15 no one over the age of 18 has the right to engage in sexual relations with you (to kiss you, touch you sexually, show you their genitals, show you pornographic images or films, masturbate in front of you, want to see you perform sexual acts, have sex with you), even if there is no violence, threat, constraint or surprise. Even if you think you want to. The law considers that you are not yet sufficiently mature to know what kind of sexual behavior you want to engage in, and that you can’t easily say no to an adult who asks you to behave in a sexual nature.

And if you are between 15 and 18 years old, the law considers that an adult has authority over you and does not have the right to engage in sexual behavior with you.
... incest: an attempted sexual assault, sexual assault or rape committed by someone within your family (your parents, step parents, grandparents, brothers and sisters or half-brothers and half-sisters, uncles and aunts, cousins), the law considers that incest is one of the worst types of child sex crimes.

... sexual harassment: the act of repeatedly enduring commentary or physical behavior of a sexual nature that threatens your dignity due to its degrading or humiliating character, or creating a situation that is intimidating, hostile or offensive, and pressuring you to accept sexual acts.

... hazing: the act of being led (against your will or otherwise) to be subjected to or to commit humiliating or degrading of a sexual nature, within an educational or socio-educational context.

... sexual exploitation (prostitution): to make you perform acts of a sexual nature in exchange for money or other goods (housing, work): prostitution, pornography.

... forced marriages: if your family pressures or obliges you to marry someone against your will, whether in a civil, religious or cultural ceremony.

... sexual mutilation: mutilation of a part of the female genital organs, including excision or infibulation. If the girl who endures sexual mutilation is under the age of 15, it’s considered a felony. For a girl older than 15, it is considered a misdemeanor. French law applies even when the mutilation occurs outside of France.
Violence, Even if violence occurs only once, threatening your rights, it’s a manipulation to make you believe that you don’t have any value that you must submit that you are not in charge of yourself and that you are no more than an object, that you are guilty and that you deserved it, and sometimes even that you don’t have the right to live But that’s not true, it’s a lie! You are never responsible for the violence you endure The person who is violent towards you is responsible.

You have rights and value No one has the right to harm you, To humiliate you, or to take advantage of you or of your body.

Violence is:

... serious: it is an attack against your body or your thoughts, it is a lack of respect for your right to live in security, it is an offense punishable by law.

... frequent: it is committed by all kinds of people and families (wealthy and disadvantaged) of all cultures and origins, but we don’t often take it seriously. We have too often acted as if nothing happened, as if you invented it, as if it were «nothing», not serious, normal, as if it were for your own «good», as if it were your fault because you provoked it or you didn’t protect yourself enough! And sometimes, when it concerns sexual violence, as if you wanted it, as if it were love, as if you liked it.

... often committed by someone you know well: someone in your family, a friend, boyfriend or girlfriend, a teacher, guardian, coach, a healthcare professional, etc.

... intentional: people who commit violence want to impose themselves through force and will find any pretext for doing so.

... characteristic: it’s almost always the strongest who are violent against those who are weaker, or who are more vulnerable. Adults against children and teenagers, able-bodied people against disabled people, the big against the small, men against women (in a couple, at work, and in all sorts of sexual violence).
The people who commit violence are the only ones responsible for their behavior. Sexual violence, familial violence and violence in romantic relationships are the most dangerous forms, girls and young women are the most at risk.

**How can violence make you sick?**

**Mechanisms of psychological trauma:**
Under the influence of pain, fear or confusion, because it cannot escape, the brain becomes blocked, as if it were paralyzed, and this often keeps you from reacting, which is normal (no one can blame you for not screaming, saying no, defending yourself or fleeing).

You become overwhelmed by a state of extreme stress that the brain can’t control
This stress is dangerous for the heart and neurons. In order to protect them, the brain «trips out», shutting down its ability to feel stress like it would shut down an overwhelmed electric circuit.

To trip out, the brain creates natural drugs which numb you, you «disassociate,» you compartmentalize your feelings into small pieces so that you feel less pain:

... The body is there, but the mind is elsewhere
... You might feel like you’re having an out-of-body experience
... You might no longer feel your body, even though you see everything
... You might be paralyzed
... You might believe that what’s happening isn’t real
... You might laugh strangely even though you’re in pain or feeling scared.

How can violence make you sick?
... But this disassociation keeps the brain from correctly remembering what happened. Memories aren’t saved, as they would normally be, in the brain’s «hard drive». Memories are cut up into pieces. You might forget all or a part of the violence you endured, and other memories might come back after a lot of time has passed. These memories, because they’re saved when the brain is tripping out, are different than others: they are blocked in a certain part of the brain. Even if a violent event occurred a long time ago, you might feel like you’re reliving it when you have flashbacks, nightmares or panic attacks. And you may feel this again and again, every time something happens that reminds you of violence, every time you’re triggered by a gesture, a word, a place, a smell, a certain type of pain or stress, something who is behaving aggressively, a film, etc.

Life becomes a minefield where «traumatic memories» might surface at any moment, bringing back the same sensations, the same fear, the same panic, the same pain, the same odors, the same noises, the same injuries and the same terrible words... So you try to avoid stepping on a mine, you avoid everything that might remind you of violence, you avoid thinking about it, you avoid speaking about it. If too many things remind you of violence, or if the violence continues, you try to numb yourself by smoking, drinking, doing drugs of anything that might cause the brain to «trip out» so that you feel less pain.

These are called traumatic memories
These are numbing behaviors.

What causes the brain to «trip out» again and again? Things that you do and that you don’t understand, that others don’t understand because they make it seem like you like pain, stress and violence. 

For example, you do dangerous things, you are capable of harming yourself or putting yourself in danger, you cut yourself, burn yourself, you are obsessed with violent movies, extreme sports or violent games, you engage in sexually dangerous behavior, you provoke others, you are violent... this causes the brain to «trip out» again and again because there’s danger or extreme stress.

The brain makes its drugs and, as a result, you don’t feel fear or pain.

Unfortunately, tripping out «recharges» the traumatic memories. You tripping out repeatedly, often doing things that are increasingly strange and dangerous so that you can avoid feeling anything. You might think you’re a bad person, crazy or guilty...

But all you’re trying to do is survive and to feel less pain, and most of the time the people around you don’t understand your behavior and might criticize you or take advantage of your difficulties (being easily paralyzed in the face of a threat, or disconnecting and not being able to defend yourself) in order to further harm you.

With traumatic memories, you might be overwhelmed - By the abuse, terrible words, mistrust, hate, perverted excitement, desire to hurt yourself or to tear yourself down, by visions of the people who hurt you, and you might think that these thoughts are coming from you, that you are insulting yourself, hating yourself, and mistrusting yourself, that you’re the one who thinks you’re worthless, an idiot, ugly, guilty, that you deserve what you got, that you love to suffer, that you want to harm yourself, that you want to tear yourself down, that you want to kill yourself and that you don’t have the right to talk about it or to defend yourself. These aren’t your thoughts. They are part of your aggressor’s set-up and it’s his or her words that are overwhelming you.

You might identify what’s coming from your aggressors (via the traumatic memories) and not you when you think you are incoherent, when you don’t recognize your own behavior or thoughts, and when you realize you’d never think the same thing about someone else in the same situation.
The consequences on your health

Beyond the wounds and bodily scars you might have, you might be feeling sick and:

... sleep poorly, you might feel tired, often ill,
... have pain everywhere, have chronic headaches, back pain...
... have chronic stomach pains, feel nauseous, vomit often, have gynecological problems, or skin rashes like eczema...
... have a very fast heart beat (palpitations), have difficulty breathing and, later in life, hypertension, diabetes or cardiac diseases.
... rape is a medical emergency, it can lead to unwanted pregnancies, STIs (Sexually Transmitted Infections).

It is really important to have access to emergency contraception (an emergency pill that can be taken from the morning after to 72 hours after, or five days after with a prescription). If necessary, you have access to general abortion care up to 12 weeks into pregnancy and, beyond 12 weeks to special abortion care for pregnancies resulting from rape (a medical decision taken to protect your health) and also rapid access to preventative treatments for STIs (up to 48 hours after for HIV, and Hepatitis B and C).
Don’t stay alone, talk about what happened even if doing so is often difficult because it might make you relive the violence and you might feel scared if you’ve been threatened, or afraid of other people’s reactions. The best thing would be for others to come to you, to ask you questions in order to understand whether you have previously or are currently enduring violence, to understand why you seem not to be doing well. More and more professionals are learning how to ask these questions. You can talk to adults who you trust or to friends, to your doctor, to a social worker or school psychologists, to the police, you can also call the hotline dedicated to victims of violence (you’ll find the contact information on the last page).

More and more laws and resources exist to fight against violence, to bring it to an end, you can file a complaint and receive protection. If the person you spoke to doesn’t believe you or makes you feel guilty and has some kind of judgement about your situation, that person is in the wrong, even if he or she is a professional. If this happens, keep trying until you find the right person who can help you.

... If you recognize yourself in this text, if it reminds you of certain things that you feel or problems you have had, speak up! If you are having suicidal thoughts, don’t stay alone. You can get help and with that help you can receive protection and feel better in your head, and in your life. People who use violence against you can and should be stopped and brought to justice. Specialized professionals can help them change their ways.
Tu peux trouver d’autres informations sur les conséquences des violences sur le site de l’association de lutte contre les violences Mémoire Traumatique et Victimologie www memoiretraumatique org

Tu peux aussi trouver de l’aide ou des conseils en appelant aux numéros suivants

Allô Enfance Maltraitée

Viols-Femmes-Informations
Tél : 0800 05 95 95 le numéro vert géré par le CFCV (Collectif féministe contre le viol) appel gratuit, http://www.cfcv.asso.fr

AVFT (Association européenne contre les violences faites aux femmes au travail)
Tel : 01 45 84 24 24 - http://www.avft.org

CNIDFF Centre national d’information sur les droits des femmes et des familles
http://www.infofemmes.com/v2/accueil.html

Mouvement Français Pour le Planning Familial
http://www.planning-familial.org/ouverture.php

08 Victimes
géré par l’INAVEM qui vous orientera vers l’association d’aides aux victimes la plus proche http://www.inavem.org

Jeunes Violence Écoute

Drogues Alcool Tabac Info Service

Info-ist (infections sexuellement transmissibles)
Tel 0 800 840 800 (SIDA) et 0 800 845 800 (Hépatites) - http://www.info-ist.fr

Fil Santé Jeune
Tél : 3224 ou depuis un portable au 01 44 93 30 74 - http://www.filsantejeunes.com

Suicide Écoute
Tél : 01 45 39 40 00 - http://suicide.ecoute.free.fr

Brochure d’information écrite par la Dre Muriel Salmona, réalisée en partenariat par l’association Mémoire Traumatique et Victimologie et l’association Sortir du Silence, distribuée gratuitement, pour tout contact ou demande d’exemplaires :
Association Mémoire Traumatique et Victimologie,
118 avenue du Général-Leclerc, 92340 Bourg la Reine, memoiretraumatique@gmail.com, Association Sortir du Silence,
101 rue Jacques Prévert, 50130 Cherbourg-Octeville, sortirdusilence@laposte.net